Avenue Women’s Away Day 2019
Avenue women are joining together for a day of fellowship, friendship and fun! We would love
every woman at Avenue to be a part of it, from the youngest to the oldest, from the newest to the
longest member!
It will be held on Saturday 28th September 2019 at The Lodge Trust, Oakham (LE15 7PL). The
day will start at 9:45am and end at 4pm. This year Lauren and Lisa will be helping us think through and
discuss `Is change possible?` `We know that part of God's love for us is that we become more like his
Son. Is this really possible? Can personal growth ever be anything but hard? Is it possible to actually
desire personal change? After our church weekend away, we want to further explore ways in which we
can help one another work with God and his change agenda in each of us.`
The morning will involve teaching, discussion, reflection and prayer over this topic and while we
may feel like we are just touching the surface, we will also discuss how we can continue to dig into this
topic in a deeper way as individuals and as a community over the coming months.
A baguette lunch will be provided by The Lodge Trust and after lunch we will spend time
hanging out and enjoying leisure activities together e.g. a walk, games etc. Please bring along anything
you would like to do e.g. sports equipment, games, craft etc.
It would be helpful if each person could contribute £12 to help towards lunch, refreshments and
putting on the event. However, if money is an issue then please don’t let that stop you from coming;
just give what you can. Equally, if you feel led to give more then please feel free to do that too! Please
put money and booking forms in the box labelled `Women’s Away Day` at the back of the school hall.
The deadline for booking is Sunday 15th September as we will need to give numbers for catering. I’m
afraid we cannot offer childcare, but mothers should feel free to bring babies.
Please ask Lisa (07964706072) if you have any questions. This has always been such a valuable
time to spend together. I really hope you can join us this year!
Booking form
Name: _________________________________________
E-mail Address: _______________________________ Phone number __________________
I have a car and would be willing to take _____ people with me.
I have my own transport and am unable to take anyone else with me.
I would like a lift to The Lodge Trust
Dietary requirements: _____________________________________________________________
Make sure you book in by 15th September 2019

